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THE DANGER OF DRIFTING pt2
(Hebrews 2:1-4)

II. THE SUPERIORITY OF CHRIST (Chp1-10)
A. Christ is Better than the Prophets
B. Christ is Better than the Angels
C. First Warning and Exhortation These believers needed to Heed (2:1-4)
2. Do not ____________mentally from your ________________and His so great _________________
through _________________of Him! (2:1-4)
h. The basis of this important exhortation is on account of the_______________, ______________
__________, _________________, and_________________, of_____________________! (chp 1)

•

How does God seek to reason with believers in Christ under grace?

i.

We have noted in the past that the recipients of this exhortation are___________, not the unsaved!

j.

The seriousness of this exhortation is underscored by the word______________. (2:1)

k. The content of this important exhortation is to _______________________________________
__________________________________________2:1)
l.

The danger we can incur by not hearing & heeding these things is that we can __________________
from these precious truths & the Lord.(2:1)

•

To “drift away” means to un-noticeably glide by the current of life from a ____________mooring
(revealed truth), to an _______________place (either the flesh or the world) because we did not pay close
______________________to what we were doing (as we will be ___________________in life) as to how
we will ____________________ to our Savior!

•

What does this word picture communicate if we drift from a walk in the Spirit to a walk in the flesh?

m. The serious consequences of this important exhortation are not specifically mentioned here, but what is
stated is the promise …that we shall _____________________ them if we spiritually drift (2:2-3a)
•

What was the consequence of transgression & disobedience under the law?

n. The root cause of drifting spiritually in this important exhortation is that it starts with ____________of
your ____________________________________in Christ (2:3b-4)

•

What is meant by our “so great salvation”?

•

How can we “neglect” this salvation?

•

What is the opposite of neglecting your salvation?

•

Why is our salvation “so great?”

•

Who initially spoke of the so great salvation?

•

Who then received it?

•

Who now was this message being related to?

•

How did God confirm His messenger & the message He wanted known or believed?

•

What did these do?

•

What does all this mean to you?

